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Static compensation devices are being increasingly applied in power systems to improve power 
system stability with steady state and dynamic control under different network conditions. This 
thesis discusses the dynamic performance and voltage control capability of SVC and 
STATCOM compensation devices applied to hypothetical power supply network of oil 
platform. SVC and STATCOM modeling with standard recommended CIGRE models will be 
discussed. STATCOM has been found to be more effective than SVC to ensure voltage stability, 
because of the ability to provide more reactive power under distorted main voltage conditions. 
However, both devices provide system improvements and benefits. 
Key words: SVC, STATCOM, voltage control, network model 
Razširjen povzetek 
Poraba električne energije se nenehno povečuje, prav tako potrebe po prenosu električne 
energije. Zaradi povečanih potreb po prenosu električne energije je treba ali zgraditi nove 
prenosne zmogljivosti ali uporabiti obstoječe na bolj učinkovit način. Gradnja novih prenosnih 
zmogljivosti je dolg, drag in zahteven postopek zaradi okolijskih in javnih politik. 
Učinkovitejša uporaba obstoječih prenosnih zmogljivosti pa je možna z uvedbo FACTS naprav. 
Z razvojem elektronskih stikalnih naprav so se te uveljavile kot zanesljiv način za boljše 
upravljanje z omrežjem. FACTS naprave omogočajo regulacijo pretokov moči v daljnovodih 
pri normalnih razmerah ali v primeru okvar in drugih dogodkov v omrežju. Možno je 
nadzorovati različne sistemske parametre, kot so: napetost, tok, impedanca, fazni zamik, 
frekvenca itd. FACTS tehnologija je združljiva z že obstoječo mehansko opremo in tehnologijo, 
ki se uporablja v prenosnih omrežjih, za učinkovito vodenje sistema pa se lahko obe tehnologiji 
kombinirata. 
Statični var kompenzator (SVC) je prva generacija FACTS naprav, ki se uporablja od leta 1970. 
Glavni namen uporabe SVC-ja je ohranjanje določene ravni napetosti v točki priključitve SVC. 
Po združeni IEEE in CIGRE definiciji, je SVC statični var generator, ki izmenjuje kapacitivni 




sistema v predvidenih mejah. Pridevnik »statični« pomeni, da SVC za razliko od sinhronskega 
kompenzatorja nima premikajočih se delov [11]. 
SVC se v omrežju najpogosteje uporablja za izboljšanje stabilnosti elektroenergetskega sistema 
z dinamično regulacijo napetosti pri različnih pogojih v omrežju. Sestavljen je iz številnih 
blokov, in sicer: tiristorji za regulacijo ali vklapljanje toka skozi dušilko in kondenzator 
(tiristorsko regulirana dušilka, v nadaljevanju TCR in tiristorsko priklopljiv kondenzator, v 
nadaljevanju TSC), visoko napetostna dušilka in kondenzator, reguliran s pomočjo tiristorskih 
stikal, transformator za priključitev na visokonapetostno omrežje ter pomožni sistem. Krmilni 
sistem SVC-ja vključuje merilni sistem, regulator napetosti, generator krmilnih signalov, 
sinhronizacijski sistem in dodatne zaščitne funkcije. 
Statični sinhronski kompenzator (STATCOM) je še eden od statičnih var generatorjev, ki ima 
podobne lastnosti kot sinhronski kompenzator, vendar je popolnoma elektronska naprava, ki 
nima vztrajnosti (izraz »statični« pomeni, da nima premičnih ali vrtljivih komponent, ampak 
temelji na elektronskih stikalnih napravah; izraz »sinhronski« pomeni, da proizvaja sinusno tri 
fazno napetost z osnovno frekvenco, tako kot sinhronski stroj) [5], [7], [12], [6]. 
Za razliko od SVC-ja, STATCOM uporablja DC/AC (enosmerno/izmenični) pretvornik, ki 
uporablja polprevodniško tehnologijo za regulacijo kompenzacije jalove moči. Krmilni sistem 
STATCOM-a vključuje merilni sistem, regulator napetosti, sistem za upravljanje pretvornika, 
sinhronizacijski sistem in dodatne zaščitne funkcije.  
V-I karakteristika SVC-ja podaja linearno odvisnost toka od sistemske napetosti oz. napetosti v 
točki priključitve. Proizvodnja jalove moči je kvadratno odvisna od sistemske napetosti. Z 
zmanjšanjem sistemske napetosti se zmanjša tudi sposobnost generacije jalove moči in tako 
tudi podpore napetosti. Za razliko od SVC-ja, je tok STATCOM-a neodvisen od sistemske 
napetosti v točki priključitve. Posledično je proizvodnja jalove moči linearno odvisna od 
sistemske napetosti in je sposobnost podpore napetosti pri zmanjšani sistemski napetosti boljša.  
Cilj magistrskega dela je preučiti dinamične zmogljivosti in napetostno regulacijo v omrežjih z 
jalovimi kompenzatorji: SVC-jem in STATCOM-om, pri različnih dogodkih v sistemu (modelu 
omrežja). Dinamična analiza proučuje širok spekter motenj v sistemu in je bila izvedena s 




primerljivosti rezultatov, kompenzatorji modelirani s CIGRE-jevimi priporočenimi 
standardnimi modeli [3, 13]. Standardni modeli so modeli, ki se lahko uporabljajo v programih 
za izračun pretokov moči in simulacijo dinamičnih prehodnih pojavov pri temeljni frekvenci in 
simuliranih simetričnih napakah (dogodkih). Za modeliranje SVC-ja je bil uporabljen CIGRE-
jev priporočen standardni model II (Figure 2-3). Za modeliranje STATCOM-a pa je bil 
uporabljen priporočen CIGRE-jev standardni model (Figure 2-5).  
Modelirano omrežje je omrežje za napajanje priobalne naftne ploščadi, kjer so priključena 
bremena občutljiva na nihanje napetosti. Naftna ploščad se napaja iz kopenskega eklektičnega 
omrežja preko 160 km dolgega podmorskega izmeničnega napajalnega kabla. Zaradi 
kapacitivnosti kabla, lahko pride do napetostnih težav, povezanih z neželenim naraščanjem 
napetosti na koncu kabla, če je kabel obremenjen pod naravno močjo. Model omrežja je 
sestavljen iz treh napetostnih nivojev, in sicer: 300 kV in 100 kV kopenskega dela omrežja 
(angl. onshore), ter 100 kV in 11 kV priobalnega dela omrežja (angl. offshore) (pri čemer sta 
oba dela 100 kV omrežja med seboj povezana s 160 km dolgim izmeničnim kablom). Bremena 
na naftni ploščadi so priključena na 11 kV omrežje (Figure 2-1). Maksimalna obremenitev na 
naftni ploščadi znaša 55 MW pri .9,0cos   Vsa bremena so modelirana kot statična bremena. 
Tehnični podatki statičnih var kompenzatorjev, uporabljenih za modeliranje so, zaradi 
relevantnosti parametrov, vzeti iz obstoječe literature (Table 2-3). Modelirana sta bila SVC z 
nazivno močjo ±100 Mvar in STATCOM z nazivno močjo prav tako ±100 Mvar. V obeh 
primerih je statični kompenzator priključen na kopenski del omrežja in sicer na 100 kV zbiralko 
N2_onsho, preko transformatorja (13.9/100 kV/kV). Priključitev na kopenski del omrežja je 
bila izbrana zaradi prostornih omejitev na naftni ploščadi. Vendar pa sta v obeh primerih 
statična kompenzatorja uporabljena za regulacijo napetosti na priobalni 100 kV zbiralki 
N1_offsh, kjer so priključena občutljiva bremena  
Za primerjavo dinamičnih odzivov so bili izvedeni različni scenariji, kot so tripolni kratki stiki 
na različnih mestih in z različnim časom trajanja ter izklop in vklop bremen: 
 tripolna kratka stika na N1_offsh in N2_onsho 100 kV zbiralki s trajanjem 150 ms in 
tripolen kratek stik na N1_offsh s trajanjem 250 ms. Izvedene so bile simulacije brez 




 izklopov bremen priključenih na N1_offsh zbiralko (v prvem primeru izklop 54 MW 
pri nominalni ter pri dvojni zmogljivosti kompenzatorjev in v drugem primeru izklop 
25 MW pri nominalni zmogljivosti kompenzatorjev). Tudi v tem primeru so bile 
simulacije izvedene brez kompenzacije, s SVC kompenzacijo in s STATCOM 
kompenzacijo;  
 vklop bremen na N1_offsh zbiralki (v prvem primeru vklop 5 MW in v drugem 10 
MW). Prav tako so bile simulacije izvedene brez kompenzacije, s SVC kompenzacijo 
in s STATCOM kompenzacijo. 
Rezultati simulacij kažejo znatno izboljšanje napetostnih razmer v omrežju pri uporabi statičnih 
kompenzatorjev (Table 4-1). Iz rezultatov, ki so predstavljeni na grafih in v tabelah, se lahko 
vidi, da je STATCOM pri zagotavljanju napetostne stabilnosti in izboljšanju napetostnih razmer 
bolj učinkovit kot SVC. Glavni razlog temu je dejstvo, da je pri STATCOM-u proizvedena 
jalova energija linearno odvisna od napetosti v točki povezave. STATCOM ima tudi hitrejši 
odziv kot SVC ter  možnost kratkotrajne preobremenitve. Čeprav imata kompenzatorja različne 
delovne principe, so učinki izboljšanja stabilnosti omrežja primerljivi. Poleg tehničnih 
prednosti STATCOM-a pred SVC-jem, je STATCOM v prednosti tudi pri prostorskih zahtevah 
in stroških vzdrževanja. Stroškovna primerjava kaže na večjo naložbo v primeru STATCOM-a 
(na kvar zmogljivosti (Table 4-2)), vendar se zaradi večje tehnične učinkovitosti in nižjih 
prostorskih zahtev pričakuje, da bo STATCOM  ekonomsko bolj ugodna rešitev. Žal dostopni 
podatki ne zadoščajo za detajlno ekonomsko analizo, pri kateri bi bilo nujno upoštevati več 
dejavnikov npr. stroške delovanja in vzdrževanja, stroške za nedobavljeno energijo, stroške 
kazni zaradi faktorja moči itn.  
Predstavljeni rezultati v tem magistrskem delu so seveda odvisni od parametrov modelov. Za 
različne parametre modelov lahko pričakujemo različni rezultate simulacij. Kljub temu pa, 
zaradi uporabe priporočenih CIGRE modelov, lahko pričakujemo da bi bili odzivi realnih 
kompenzatorjev jalove moči zelo podobni rezultatom simulacij. 
Magistrsko delo je sestavljeno iz 4-ih poglavij. V prvem poglavju je podan pregled obstoječe 
literature, in sicer o delovanju in uporabi FACTS naprav, SVC-ja in STATCOM-a, o napetostni 
stabilnosti ter o izboljšanju napetosti z uporabo statičnih kompenzatorjev. Drugo poglavje 




SVC-ja in STATCOM-a in tehničnih podatkov, uporabljenih v modelih statičnih 
kompenzatorjev in omrežja. V tretjem poglavju so predstavljeni rezultati simulacij o obliki 
grafov za vsak scenarij posebej. Četrto poglavje pa podaja tehnično (sposobnost izboljšanja 
napetostnega profila) in splošno oceno obravnavanih statičnih kompenzatorjev (stroškovna 
učinkovitost, prostorske zahteve, zahteve za vzdrževanje itn.).  
Ključne besede: SVC, STATCOM, napetostni profil, model omrežja 
 




The invention of electricity generation and transmission contributed to accelerated development 
of civilization. The demand for electrical energy around the world increases continuously, thus, 
creates a need for network expanding or more efficient usage of existing network components. 
The recent deregulation of the electricity market has goals to achieve a competitive energy 
market, stimulate new investments in network and sustainable power plants. However, because 
of the immediate effect of deregulation, it has contributed to the operation of the transmission 
network near the technical limits. Also, the share of renewable power plants connected directly 
to transmission networks was significantly increased, thus, resulting in an important change in 
the power flow, in means of power flow direction and hourly distribution, because of the nature 
of the renewable energy sources. As is described in [5] the increased power transfers may lead 
to large power flows with inadequate control, excessive reactive power and large dynamic 
swings in different parts of the system, that makes the potential of the transmission network 
unutilized. Increased demands for transmission capacities, absence of long-term planning, and 
the need to provide open access to generating companies and customers, influenced the security 
and quality of supply.  
Because of the growing need for transporting, new transmission lines or usage of the existing 
ones in a more efficient way is needed. On the other hand, construction of new transmission 
capacities is a long, costly and difficult solution due to environmental (ecological) and public 
(aesthetic consideration) policies. The more efficient usage of the existing transmission lines, 
by increasing their transfer capabilities, is needed. As a response to the technical (increased 
requirements of transmission capacities) and the economical (low-cost energy) issues of power 
systems, new concepts of FACTS devices were launched to improve power system security. 
The FACTS devices were employed because the regulation of terminal voltages by generator 
excitation control and transformer tap changers and adjusting transmission line impedances, 
were not enough effective techniques for power and voltage control anymore. With the 
development of a solid state electronic switching device the development of these devices 
started. Due to the advantage of high speed and ability to extend the operating limits of the 
power system, they are widely used today.  
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The FACTS devices enable the regulation of the power flow through the transmission lines 
under normal and contingency conditions. Various system parameters can be controlled like: 
voltage, current, series and shunt impedance, phase angle, frequency oscillations etc. This 
technology is compatible with the existing mechanical technology applied in a transmission 
network, thus, the two technologies can be combined to achieve needed control.  
By adding appropriate reactive compensation, the voltage level along the transmission lines can 
be controlled. Reactive compensation is applied in order to regulate the voltage under different 
contingencies (dynamic voltage control), such as under or over voltages, light or heavy load 
conditions and fault circuits etc., by changing the natural electrical characteristics of the 
transmission lines. The compensators have to meet different steady state and dynamic 
compensation requirements. 
SVC is the first generation of FACTS devices that has been used in transmission systems since 
the 1970s. The main control objective of SVC is maintaining a specified voltage level at the 
point of connection. STATCOM is one of the key FACTS devices. It is based on a voltage or 
current-source converter technology. The output current is controlled independent of the system 
ac voltage. STATCOM and SVC both vary in their reactive power output in order to regulate 
the voltage level. However, the reactive compensators have different characteristics, response 
time, space requirements, and operating costs etc. 
The objective of this thesis is to examine the dynamic performance and voltage regulation in a 
large hypothetical oil platform structure network, by applying the reactive compensators SVC 
and STATCOM, under different contingency conditions. Dynamic performance analysis that 
examines a wide range of system disturbances was performed in the SIEMENS simulation 
program PSS Netomac. The reactive compensators have been modeled with two basic models 
for transient stability programs, recommended as industry standard models, based on CIGRE 
models, in order to produce benchmark simulation results, regarding the literature [3, 13]. These 
standard models are fundamental frequency, positive sequence models for modeling in power 
flow and dynamic programs and are used for simulation of balanced load conditions and 
contingencies [13]. The modeled electrical network used for examination is an AC offshore 
electrical network for supplying the wellhead jacket oil platform. Different sensitivities of 
voltage variation loads are connected to the platform. The oil platform is powered by an AC 
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onshore electrical network via a 160 km long subsea AC power cable. Because of capacitance, 
long length and high voltage applied to the cable, it might come to problems related to 
undesirable voltage increase at the receiving end, if the cable is under loaded (light load or load 
rejection).  
The predefined list of symmetrical three-phase contingencies has been considered, such as three 
phase short circuits, load rejections and load switching, for a different capacity of reactive 
compensators. A comparison between mathematical models and performance of the reactive 
compensators has been made. The results are discussed and illustrated by dynamic simulation 
plots and data tables. However, both devices provide system improvements and benefits. 
The thesis is organized in five chapters. In chapter 1 a literature survey is given. The operation 
and usage of the FACTS devices, main operation and principles of control of SVC and 
STATCOM static compensators, voltage stability definition and voltage improvements by SVC 
and STATCOM are given. Chapter 2 introduces a description of a network study model for 
dynamic performance analysis, a description of the basic SVC and STATCOM models for 
dynamic performance and representation of the technical data of the models and the network. 
In chapter 3, the simulation results of the dynamic performance and voltage regulation are 
presented in the modeled electrical network by applying reactive compensators SVC and 
STATCOM, under different contingency conditions. The results are discussed and illustrated 
by dynamic simulation plots and data tables, for each scenario particularly. In chapter 4, 
technical and general evaluation is given. Technical evaluation is given regarding the ability to 
improve the transient voltage stability of the network. A general evaluation is given regarding 
other benefits offered by the static compensators, like cost-effectiveness of the solution, space 
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1 Literature survey 
1.1 FACTS Devices 
Nowadays, in a deregulated electricity market, due to environmental problems and with the 
existing network structure, keeping the power in power quality limits can be a difficult task. 
Transmission operators need to increase the power transfer capability of transmission systems. 
That can be done in two ways, with an expanding transmission network, which is a costly and 
difficult solution due to environmental and public policies, or by incorporating the FACTS 
concept (by involving high power compensators and controllers). The acronym FACTS 
identifies alternating current transmission systems, incorporating power electronics-based 
controllers to enhance the controllability and to increase power transfer capabilities. This 
initiative was launched in the late 1970s because of restrictions on transmission line 
construction, with two main objectives [14]: 
 To increase the power transfer capability of transmission systems, and 
 To keep power flow over designated routes.  
The first objective implies that power flow, in a given line, should be able to be increased up to 
the thermal limit by forcing the necessary current through the series line impedance if, at the 
same time, the stability of the system is maintained via appropriate real-time control of power 
flow during and following system faults (normally lines are not operated at their thermal limits 
loading due to high transmission losses and/or stability problems). The second objective implies 
that power flow can be restricted to selected transmission lines by controlling the current in a 
line [14]. If we can achieve these two objectives, then the transmission capacity will be used 
optimally, and there will be minimal requirements for increasing the transmission capacity by 
new lines.  
As is discussed in [7], FACTS devices are equally static and dynamic devices. The term 
‘dynamic’ means that FACTS devices are capable of providing fast controllability by the power 
electronics, while the term ‘static’ means that the devices have no moving parts like mechanical 
switches, to perform dynamic controllability. FACTS and conventional devices both contain 




fixed or mechanically switchable components (resistance, inductance, capacitance or 
transformers), but FACTS devices use additional power electronic valves or converters to 
switch the elements in smaller steps or by switching patterns within a cycle of the alternating 
current. 
Reactive power compensation devices are divided in three categories: mechanically switched 
devices, thyristor-based devices and converter-based devices. The first category is: fixed shunt 
reactors (FR), fixed shunt capacitors (FC) and mechanical switched shunt capacitors (MSC). 
The second category contains thyristor-based devices: thyristor controlled reactors (TCR), 
thyristor switched capacitors (TSC), static var compensators (SVC), thyristor controlled phase 
shifting transformers (TCPST), thyristor switched series compensators (TSSC) and thyristor 
controlled series compensators (TCSC). The third category contains: converter-based devices: 
static synchronous compensators (STATCOM), static synchronous series compensators 
(SSSC) and unified power flow controllers (UPFC)[15]. A similar classification can be found 
in the literature [7] where the reactive power compensation devices are divided into 
  
Figure 1-1. An overview of major FACTS-Devices 
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conventional (switched) and FACTS Devices (fast or static). The classification is presented in 
Figure 1-1. 
Although FACTS-devices are a new technology, they are already installed worldwide. In [7] 
an estimated number of worldwide installed FACTS devices and an estimated total installed 
power since early 1970s until 2012 can be found. The data is presented in Table 1-1. 
The first group of FACTS controllers (SVC, TCSC and TPSC) employs conventional thyristors 
in circuit arrangements which are similar to breaker-switched capacitors and reactors, and 
conventional (mechanical) tap-changing transformers, but have a faster response and are 
operated by sophisticated controls [12]. With the controlling of the reactive admittance of the 
transmission network by the thyristor valves, the character of the system impedance is changed. 
A tuned filter is also employed to prevent parallel resonances at the dominant harmonic 
frequencies because of the arrangement of reactive elements.  
The second group of FACTS controllers employs voltage-source converters to realize 
controllable ac voltage. It has a superior performance characteristic and uniform applicability 
for transmission voltage, effective line impedance, and angle control [12]. It also has the 
potential to exchange real power with the ac system if it is coupled to an appropriate energy 
source that can supply or absorb the power. The generated output voltage amplitude and phase 
angle are defined by active and reactive power reference signals. The FACTS controllers that 
are using this technology are STATCOM, SSSC, UPFC and IPFC. 
 
Table 1-1. Estimated number of worldwide installed FACTS-devices and their 
estimated total installed power [7, p.5, Table 1.1.] 
Type Number




Series Compensation 700 350000
TCSC 10 2000
HVDC B2B 45 18000
UPFC 3 250




1.1.1 Thyristor Controlled Reactor and Thyristor Switched Capacitor technology 
The necessary reactive power from the conventional reactive power compensator is generated 
or absorbed by traditional capacitor or reactor banks that are controlled by thyristor switches. 
The scheme that uses thyristor valves (switches) is less loss (at zero var output) and gives direct 
control over the instant of the start of current conduction in each half-cycle (gives fine 
continuous control) compared with a scheme using fixed reactive elements [10]. The 
conventional thyristor compensator presents a variable reactive admittance to the transmission 
network. For example, SVC is applied as a shunt impedance to produce the required 
compensating current [12]. A typical shunt connected SVC is composed of thyristor-controlled 
reactors and thyristor-switched capacitors. The reactive power output is controlled by proper 
coordination of TCR and TSC between the capacitive and inductive rating. 
Unlike fixed reactors, TCR have a narrower application because of on/off controllability [4, 
10]. The thyristor controlled reactor consist of a linear reactor connected in series with a 
thyristor valve (high voltage thyristors connected in series to obtain the necessary total voltage 
and current rating for the valve) [10]. A basic single-phase TCR consists of an anti-parallel pair 
of connected thyristor valves, 1T  and 2T , in series with a reactor (Figure 1-2.a)). Thyristor valve 
1T  is conducting in positive half-cycles and thyristor valve 2T  is conducting in negative half-
cycles of the supply voltage. The thyristor firing angle is measured from the zero crossing of 
the voltage appearing across its terminals. The TCR firing angle is regulated within the range 
of 90° to 180°. A firing angle of 90° results in full thyristor conduction with a continuous 
sinusoidal current flow in the TCR. A firing angle of 180° results in no conduction. As the firing 
angle varies from 90° to 180°, the current flows in the form of symmetrical discontinuous pulses 
located in the positive and negative half-cycles [4]. The degree of compensation of TCR is 
increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the thyristor conduction period, and by that 
the current in the TCR [12]. The waveforms illustrating the effect of TCR firing angle control 
are presented in (Figure 1-2.b). 
For a given fundamental inductor current, the effective susceptance of TCR is given by (1.1): 

































where  TCRB  is the effective susceptance of TCR depending from the firing angle  and L is 
the inductance of the reactor [5]. The response of the TCR is fast, typically with duration up to 
three cycles. The response time is a function of measurement delays and controller parameters 
[4]. 
The thyristor switched capacitor consists of a linear reactor in series with the capacitor, 
connected in series with a thyristor valve (Figure 1-3.a)). The degree of compensation of TSC 
is controlled by increasing or decreasing the number of capacitor banks in series (each capacitor 
bank is inserted or bypassed by a thyristor valve (switch)). A TSC is used only at fixed angles 
of 90° and 180°, i.e. full conduction or no conduction (Figure 1-3.b)). The effective susceptance 
of TSC is given by (1.2) [5]: 
 
Figure 1-2. a)A TCR circuit [1], b) Waveforms illustrating the effect of TCR firing 
angle control [10] 
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where TSCB  is the effective susceptance of TSC, L is the inductance of the reactor and C is the 
capacitance of the capacitor.  
 
 
 Figure 1-3. a)A TSC circuit [4], b)TSC associated waveforms [5] 
 
1.1.2 Voltage Source Converter technology  
The development of GTO thyristors and other types of power semi-conductor devices has led 
to the development of controllable reactive power sources utilizing electronics switching 
converter technology. These technologies offer considerable advantages over conventional 
reactive compensators in terms of performance and space reductions. The devices with 
thyristors that have gate turn-on and gate turn-off capability are more expensive and have higher 
losses than the thyristors without turn-off capability [5, 6]. 
The voltage source converter consists of self-commutated semiconductors, with the gate-turn 
off capability, shunted by a reverse-parallel connected diode. With a dc voltage source, usually 
a capacitor, the converter produces quasi-square voltage waveforms at a fundamental 
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frequency. With a sufficient number of elementary converters the output waveform can get a 
closer sine-wave form [12]. 
In this thesis, only a short explanation of the work principles of VSC is given, regarding 
literature [5]. In Figure 1-4.a) a single phase full-wave converter is shown. The converter 
consists of four valves (from 1 to 4), a dc capacitor (to provide dc voltage) and two ac 
connection points, a and b. The dc voltage is converted to ac voltage with the appropriate valve 
turn-on and turn-off sequence. When thyristor valves 1 and 2 are turned on, the voltage abv  
becomes dV  for one half-cycle, and when thyristor valves 3 and 4 are turned on, thyristor 
valves 1 and 2 are turned off, the voltage abv  becomes dV  for the other half cycle (Figure 
1-4.b)). The ac current is the result of interaction of the converter generated ac voltage and the 
ac system voltage and impedance. From time instant 1t  to 2t , the voltage abv  is positive and 
current abi  is negative. The current flows through device 1 into ac phase a, and then out of ac 
phase b through device 2, with power flow from dc to ac (inverter action). From time instant 
2t to 3t , the current becomes positive and flows through diodes 1' and 2' with power flow from 
ac to dc (rectifier action). From time instant 3t  to 4t , thyristors 3 and 4 are turned on and 1 and 
2 are turned off, therefore abv  becomes negative while abi  is still positive. The current now 
flows through thyristors 3 and 4 with power flow from dc to ac (inverter action). From time 
instant 4t  to 5t , thyristors 3 and 4 are turned on and thyristors 1 and 2 are turned off. abv  stays 
negative while abi  reverses to negative and flows through diodes 3' and 4' with power flow from 
ac to dc (rectifier action). From time instant 5t , the cycle repeats again as from 1t [5].  
Nowadays, Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs) are used with higher gate turn-on and 
turn-off gains, higher switching frequencies and higher operating temperatures than attainable 
with the GTO thyristors [6]. The GTO and IGBT technology opened new possibilities for better 
control of the transmission grid. The VSC based on this technology enables rapid, continuous 
and flexible control of power flows [8].  




Due to high pulse width modulation frequencies with IGBTs, the output signal has a lower level 
of harmonics. The main disadvantages of the VSC technology are big losses due to increased 
switching frequency, which require special design of the converters[7]. 
 
  
Figure 1-4. Single phase, full-wave Voltage Sourced Converter: a)Single phase, 
full–wave circuit, b)Operation waveform [5, p.71] 
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1.2 Static Var Compensator  
The reactive power in the network continuously varies during the day due to electrical load 
variation. Huge reactive power variations can influence voltage stability, thus resulting in 
unacceptable voltage amplitude variations or voltage collapses. The steady state voltage in 
transmission systems must be maintained within a narrow range around the nominal values, for 
providing the contacted voltage to the consumers and to preserve system stability. The voltage 
control of the power system is provided by generators, tap-changer transformers and reactive 
power compensators. 
A static var compensator (SVC) is, by the IEEE CIGRE co-definition, a static var generator 
whose output is adjusted to exchange capacitive or inductive current so as to maintain or control 
specific parameters (e.g., voltage, frequency) of the electric power system [5]. The adjective 
“static” means that, unlike the synchronous compensator, the SVC has no moving primary parts 
[11]. 
The main task of SVC is improving power system stability with steady-state and dynamic 
voltage control (keeping the voltages within narrow limits around the referenced voltage value) 
under different network conditions (while the transferred power of the systems varies). SVC is 
based on thyristors without gate turn-off capability. SVC installation consists of a number of 
building blocks: a thyristor valve to provide controllability (separate equipment for leading and 
lagging vars; the thyristor-controlled or thyristor-switched reactor for absorbing reactive power 
and thyristor-switched capacitor for supplying the reactive power [5]), air core reactors and 
high voltage AC capacitors controlled by thyristor valves, step-down transformers (in most 
cases SVC is connected to a high voltage network with a separate transformer, because of the 
lower rating of the thyristor technology, but in some cases it can be connected directly to the 
tertiary winding of a system transformer) and an auxiliary system. Usually, the reactive power 
elements together with the power transformer are located outdoors, while the sensitive thyristor 
valves and auxiliary system equipment is located indoors [7].  
The most frequently used type of SVC is the combination TCR/TSC, because of the flexibility 
in control. The tuned filter is often connected in parallel to provide reactive power only at the 
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fundamental frequency (eliminated higher frequencies than the fundamental frequency 50nf
Hz ). A typical SVC configuration is presented in Figure 1-5. 
From the standpoint of functional operation, the SVC impacts the transmission network 
indirectly (connected as a shunt impedance that produces the required compensating current). 
The provided shunt compensation is a function of the prevailing line voltage [14]. SVCs are 
often operated in a steady state as “floating” with zero reactive power output under normal 
system conditions, but they stand ready for fast voltage control action during large disturbances. 
Due to the cost of the technology, SVC is usually used to complement traditional shunt 
compensating devices and only for high-performance voltage control (where continuity, 
rapidity, accuracy and frequency of control actions are needed). Due to benefits in cost, 
maintenance and performance characteristics of SVC (near-instantaneous response to change 
 
Figure 1-5. Typical SVC configuration 
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in the system voltage), they have virtually replaced synchronous compensators [11]. However, 
the reactive power injection or voltage regulation capability of SVC is limited by the value of 
the reactance and is therefore line voltage dependent [16, 17]. 
Thyristors are used to switch-on a large bank of capacitors faster than is possible by using a 
mechanical switch. Fast response influences the voltage stability following a disturbance, such 
as load rejection, line rejection or major rapid swing in system power flow. There is no 
mechanical wear because of frequent switching [10]. 
SVCs are ideally suited to control the varying reactive power demand of large fluctuating loads 
and the over voltage dynamics due to load rejection. With rapidly varying loads, the reactive 
power demand can be speedily corrected by SVC, with small overshoots and voltage rising [8]. 
Typical applications of SVC are to achieve [6, 7, 11, 16]: 
- Effective high-performance voltage regulation and control 
- Reduction of temporary over voltages 
- Improvement of steady-state power transfer capacity 
- Improvement of transient stability margin 
- Damping of power system (sub synchronous) oscillations 
- Damping of sub synchronous power system oscillations 
- Better adjustment of line loadings 
- Balanced unsymmetrical fluctuating loading of individual phases 
- Power quality improvement  
- Reduction in voltage fluctuations  
- Distribution system applications. 
The losses of a SVC are usually below 1% of the Mvar rating for most of the operating range, 
and are dependent on the type of SVC and operating point [11]. 
1.2.1 Principles of SVC Control 
A SVC control system is composed of various components: a measurement system, a voltage 
regulator, a gate-pulse generator, a synchronizing system and supplementary control and 
protection functions [1, 4]. The measurement system provides the necessary inputs for 
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performing the intended function (voltage, current, active and reactive power and frequency, 
slope). The measurement system must be accurate, reliable and cost-effective. The voltage 
regulator generates an output signal proportional to the desired reactive compensation. 
Depending from the SVC application, different transfer functions are used. The output signal 
is transmitted to the gate-pulse generation circuit, which produces appropriate firing pulses for 
thyristor controlled and switched devices of SVC. The protection features are provided to 
ensure secure operation under system disturbances. SVC is blocked during severe under voltage 
(faults), to protect the SVC from excessive over voltages after fault clearing. The overcurrent 
protection is also provided to restrict high currents during high voltages (load rejection) to 
prevent damage of the thyristors.  
1.2.2 V-I and V-Q characteristics of the SVC 
The V-I characteristic of the SVC gives the correlation of the voltage and the current at point 
of connection (Figure 1-7.a)). The compensator is normally operated for dynamic voltage 
regulation at a selected connection point. The regulation is achieved with a slope around the 
nominal voltage level in a normal operating range defined by the maximum inductive and 
capacitive current of the SVC [14]. The slope is by definition the ratio of voltage magnitude 
change in current magnitude change over the controlled range of the compensator, and is given 







K SL  (1.3) 
where V is the change in voltage magnitude (V) and I  is the change in current magnitude 
(A). 
















where rV  and rI represent the rated values of SVC voltage and current, respectively [4]. 
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The advantages of incorporating a finite slope in SVC voltage regulation are substantially 
reducing the reactive power rating of the reactive compensator for achieving nearly the same 
control objectives and preventive from reaching reactive power limits too frequently. Here, the 
text of this reference [4] has been reproduced. The dynamic V-I characteristics of a SVC are 
shown in Figure 1-6. The first one, OABC has no slope, while the second one 0A’B’C’’has a 
finite slope. For example if load line varies between 1L  and 2L , the reactive-power rating of the 
SVC that is needed for providing flat voltage regulation is CmQ  capacitive to LmQ  inductive, 
from the characteristic OABC. Incorporating a finite slope, with the characteristic 0A’B’C’ 
leads to the reduction of the reactive power ratings, as required reactive-power rating for 
performing voltage control is now CmQ'  capacitive to LmQ'  inductive. For nearly the same 
control objective, a much lower SVC reactive-power rating is required. Moreover, 
incorporating the slope prevents it from reaching reactive power limits too frequently. For 
example if there is a small change in the system load line, 12 EE  , it may cause a traverse from 
 
Figure 1-6. Reduction in SVC reactive power rating by the current slope [4] 
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one end of the reactive power range to the other to maintain a constant voltage, which is the 
example with the OABC characteristic [4]. The slope has a typical value of 3-5%. 
From the V-I characteristic in Figure 1-7a) the linear dependence of the obtainable current from 
the system voltage can be noticed. For terminal voltage changes outside of the control range, 
SVC becomes a fixed susceptance. By decreasing the system voltage, the voltage support 
capability of the SVC rapidly deteriorates [5, 14]. The maximum reactive power generation or 




Figure 1-7. Typical Voltage vs. a)Current Characteristics of SVC, b) Reactive 
Power Characteristics of SVC, on a per unit basis[6] 
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1.3 Static Synchronous Compensator  
The Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) is another static var controller, that has 
similar characteristics to the synchronous compensator (the term “synchronous” indicates 
analogy to an ideal synchronous machine, generating a sinusoidal three phase voltage at a 
fundamental frequency), but is a completely electronic device, having no inertia (the term 
“static” indicates that it is based on solid state power electronic switching devices, with no 
moving or rotating components) [5-7, 12]. 
From a system point of view STATCOM is shunt connected reactive compensation equipment, 
or voltage source behind a reactance, which with generation/absorption of reactive power varies 
the output as to maintain control of the specified parameters (voltage, current or reactive power) 
of the power system. Unlike SVC, STATCOM typically consists a dc to ac converter employing 
solid state power electronic switching devices and a set of converter controls varying the 
STATCOM output and has no capacitor banks and shunt reactors for the generation and 
absorption of reactive power. It provides reactive power generation and absorption with 
electronic processing of voltage and current waveforms in a voltage source converter. The 
overcurrent protection is also provided to restrict high currents during high voltages to prevent 
damage of converter thyristors [6, 8]. 
STATCOM can provide a capacitive and inductive output current over the rated maximum 
capacitive and inductive current range independent of the system voltage (the output current of 
the STATCOM is substantially independent of the power system voltage and the equivalent 
impedance at the point of connection, it provides reactive power that decreases linearly with 
system voltage). This characteristic makes the STATCOM more robust and effective than SVC 
in providing voltage support and controlling specific parameters of the power system to enhance 
stability (dynamic and steady-state) performance. STATCOM presents a unique solution in 
application where rapid action, robust output and short term overload capability is required 
(best performance in terms of system recovery) [4, 6, 10, 15]. 
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The reactive current flowing in or out of a STATCOM depends on the difference between the 
voltage of the power system and the voltage generated by the converter. If the voltage generated 
by the STATCOM is lower than the voltage at the point of connection (the current flowing into 
it lags behind the system voltage), the STATCOM will act as an inductive load, absorbing 
reactive power from the supply system. Conversely, when the voltage generated by the 
STATCOM is higher than the voltage at the point of connection (the current flowing into it 
leads before the system voltage) a STATCOM acts as a shunt reactor, generating reactive power 
into the supply system [5, 10, 17].  
In the practical installations of STATCOM, the dc voltage source converter (VSC) is the type 
of inverter circuit that is mostly used. The VSC produces a voltage waveform by switching the 
direct voltage source on and off. The direct voltage source can be a battery, with an output 
voltage that is effectively constant, or a capacitor, with a terminal voltage that can be raised or 
lowered by controlling the inverter in such a way that its stored energy is either increased or 
decreased. The primary need for the capacitor is providing a circulating-current path as well as 
a voltage source. The VSC is connected to the system by a coupling reactance between the 
system bus bar and the converter terminals. The coupling reactance (usually a transformer) 
absorbs reactive power, that must be considered in the design and rating of the converters [4, 
10] 
 
Figure 1-8. Typical STATCOM configuration [6] 
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1.3.1 Principles of STATCOM Control 
STATCOM is basically set up to regulate the voltage of point of connection by controlling the 
reactive component of the output current. Similarly to SVC, the control system is composed of: 
a measurement and processing system (voltage measuring, error processor and amplifier 
circuits), a voltage regulator, an internal converter control (operates converter power switches), 
a synchronizing system and supplementary control and protection functions. The measured 
terminal voltage from the measurement circuit is compared with the reference voltage. The 
calculated error signal (the difference between the two voltages) is amplified and processed by 
the error processor and amplifier circuits to provide the reference reactive current signal for the 
reactive output current. The required reactive current is the input for the internal control that 
gives gating commands to the converter gate-controlled power switches. The converter 
generates a fundamental output voltage waveform with the demanded magnitude and phase 
angle in synchronism with the ac system voltage, which determines the reactive current the 
STATCOM draws from the point of connection and thereby the real and reactive power 
exchanged with the ac system.  
The STATCOM control system can be complemented with additional control loops for 
managing the real power exchanges if there is a suitable energy storage providing active 
compensation. In a steady state the converter does not supply or absorb real power. However, 
a small amount of real power flows into the converter to cover the losses of keeping the 
capacitor voltage constant. An overcurrent and overvoltage protection protocol of the 
semiconductors in the converter valves, is also applied [5, 6, 12, 17]. 
1.3.2 V-I characteristic and V-Q characteristic of the STATCOM 
A typical V-I characteristic of STATCOM is depicted in Figure 1-9.a). STATCOM can supply 
both capacitive and inductive compensation and is able to control its output current over the 
rated maximum capacitive or inductive range independently of the ac system voltage. The 
maximum reactive power generation or absorption changes linearly with the ac system voltage 
(Figure 1-9.b)). The STATCOM can provide a full capacitive output current (reactive power) 
at practically every system voltage, theoretically zero system voltage levels. A compensation 
of zero system voltage could be maintained if an external power source supplies the losses of 
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the STATCOM, that keep the dc storage capacitor charged to the required voltage level. In 
practice, the minimum voltage without an external power source is typically between 0.2 p.u. 
and 0.4 p.u., that is the value at which reactive compensation would be meaningful [4, 6, 12].  
Usually STATCOM operates with a slope reactance typically between 2% and 5%. The value 
of the coupling reactance is generally between 10% and 20% of the total system reactance. 
Thus, leads to a voltage drop (rise) across it. Converter source voltage must therefore to be 
changed to obtain the desired current conditions [10]. Usually, the transient short term 
overcurrent, which is determined by the current turn-off capability of the converter switches is 





Figure 1-9. Typical Voltage vs. a)Current Characteristics of STATCOM, b) 
Reactive Power Characteristics of SVC, on a per unit basis[6] 
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1.4 Voltage stability  
Voltage stability is the ability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable voltages at all 
buses in the system under normal operating conditions and after being subjected to a disturbance 
[8]. When an unbalance between load demand and supply exist (mainly reactive power 
imbalance) the voltage could become unstable.  
If the demand of reactive power support cannot be met, a voltage collapse can occur. A voltage 
“avalanche” or “collapse” is a phenomenon that is characterized by a succession of cascading 
events that are associated with the instability phenomenon and reduction of the voltage level in 
an area or in the whole system and finally the loss of the system angle stability. Voltage collapse 
is associated with limitations in the production of reactive power (from the generators, reactive 
power compensators and capacitors etc.), limitations of the transmission of power (high reactive 
power losses due to heavily loaded lines, line outages), and increased reactive power demands 
of loads (motor starting, load increases) [18].  
Similarly, dynamic over voltages or under voltages in power systems occur if there is not 
enough reactive power to compensate the requirements of the system; if the interconnecting 
transmission system is weakened due to disturbances or the reactive power demand is not 
balanced by supply due to isolation, load rejection or load shedding; if there is insufficient local 
generation, inadequate reactive power compensation and voltage support etc. [19]. 
Load tap changing transformer voltage regulation is one of the key mechanisms in load 
restoration. They are slow acting and discrete devices that change the tap by one step at a time 
if the voltage error remains outside a dead band longer than a specified time delay [20]. As is 
described in the literature [21], after a short term transient phenomena, the system has a stable 
operating point. For long term voltage regulation, the tap changing transformers are used. The 
tap changing transformers compare the controlled and reference voltage and depending on the 
error value it change the taps. The tap changing logic at time instant kt , regarding the literature 
[20], is given by (1.5): 
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  and       if     ,

















where r  size of each tap is step, maxr  and minr  are the upper and lower tap limits, 2V  is the 
controlled voltage, 
0
2V  is the reference voltage, and d  is half of the tap changing transformer 
deadband. For short term voltage regulation, reactive power compensation is used.  
1.4.1 Relationship between active and reactive powers and voltage 
In order to show the relationship between active and reactive powers and voltages, a one line 
diagram and a phasor diagram of a short line are considered, according to [8]. 
In Figure 1-10, 1V  and 2V  are the phase voltages at the sending and receiving line end, 
respectively, while 1I  and 2I  are the currents at the sending and receiving end. If there is no 
shunt admittance, the current at the sending and receiving end is equal. The active aI  and 
reactive rI components of the current 21 III   are given by (1.6) and (1.7): 
 cosII a    (1.6) 
 sinII r    (1.7) 
where   is the angle between I and 2V . 
 
Figure 1-10. Short line model: a) one-line diagram; b) phasor diagram [8] 
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The complex voltage drop is defined as (1.8): 
  rara RIXIjXIRIVjVIZV    (1.8) 
where ra jIII   stands for inductive loads, while V and V are longitudinal and transversal 
components of the voltage drop. If we introduce the single-phase complex active and reactive 
power (1.9) in equation (1.8) we obtain: 




























V   
(1.11) 
Therefore, the voltage drop V is mainly due to the reactive power flow on the line, so the 
magnitude difference between 1V and 2V  depends mainly on the reactive power transits, while 
the active power substantially affects the phase difference. Due to the voltage drop caused by 
reactive power flow, reactive power is generated where possible near the consumption area. 
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1.4.2 Improvement of voltage stability by SVC 
In order to explain the correlation between voltage stability and an active load power due to 
disturbances such as line rejection, load change etc, a so-called “P-V nose curve” is used. The 
system represented in Figure 1-11 is used to illustrate the correlation between the P-V 
characteristics and voltage stability. P-V characteristics are sensitive to line faults or change of 
shunt elements. Curve a represents a pre-fault curve, curve b a curve during a fault, and c a 
curve after a fault. As is described in [9] and [21], the operating point of terminal voltage moves 
from pre fault point “A” to post fault point “D” through points “B” and “C” during the fault. 
The terminal voltage at point “D” will decline following curve c (after a fault curve). Applying 
SVC composed with a TCR and TSC capacitor to the substation, the voltage moves to point 
“D’”recovering to point “A” following curve a (a pre-fault curve), because of the correction of 
voltage, due to the increase of susceptance 1.  
The line voltage can be regulated indirectly by connecting a variable shunt reactive element 
(inductor or capacitor). A shunt-connected capacitor generates reactive power and raises the 
                                                 
1 The P-V curve is briefly mentioned but not discussed in detail. This can be found in: [21] R. Mihalič, D. 
Povh, and J. Pihler, Stabilnost in dinamični pojavi v elektroenergetskih sistemih: osnovni pojmi s primeri: 
Slovensko združenje elektroenergetikov CIGRÉ - CIRED, 2013. 
  
 
Figure 1-11. P-V characteristics and voltage stability [9] 
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line voltage. A shunt-connected inductor absorbs reactive power and lowers the line voltage. 
Here, the text of this reference [2] has been reproduced. Consider a power system network, 
shown in Figure 1-12, that is represented at the point of compensation by a Thevenin voltage (
ThV ) and a Thevenin impedance ( ThZ ). When compensating impedance is connected in a shunt, 

























The compensating impedance ( Z ) can be resistive ( R ), inductive  LjjX L  , or capacitive
 CjjX C /1 [2]. 


























Figure 1-12. Equivalent transmission line with shunt compensation [2] 
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The denominator of this equation is always greater than 1, hence ThVV  . Therefore, adding a 
shunt inductor also results in the lowering of the line voltage [2].  


























The denominator of this equation is always less than 1, hence ThVV  . Therefore, adding a shunt 
capacitor results in an increase in the line voltage [2].  



















when CLC XXX ,  it is inductive, and when CLC XXX ,  it is capacitive [2].  
1.4.3 Improvement of voltage stability by STATCOM 
The indirect way to implement a variable shunt capacitor or a variable shunt inductor is to 
generate a variable magnitude compensating voltage  E  in phase with the line voltage  sV  at 
the point of compensation and to connect the compensating voltage in the shunt with the line 
through a tie reactance  TIEX , as illustrated in Figure 1-13. The compensating reactive power 
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In Figure 1-13 the concept of STATCOM is illustrated. Here, the text of this reference [2] has 
been reproduced. A net voltage  EVs   drives a current  qI  through the tie reactance  TIEX . 
The current  qI  always lags the driving voltage  EVs   by 90°. Through control action, the 
magnitude of the compensating voltage  E  can become higher or lower than the line voltage
 sV . When sVE  , the current  qI  through the STATCOM lags the terminal voltage  sV  and 
the line “sees” an inductive reactance connected at its terminal. The STATCOM is considered 
to be operating in an inductive mode and reactive power is absorbed at the point of 
compensation by the emulated inductor. Similarly, when sVE  , the current  qI  through the 
STATCOM leads the terminal voltage  sV  and the line “sees” a capacitive reactance connected 
at its terminal. The STATCOM is considered to be operating in a capacitive mode and reactive 
power is delivered at the point of compensation by the emulated capacitor [2]. 
 
Figure 1-13. Concept of the STATCOM [2] 
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2 Dynamic performance analysis 
2.1 Network study model for dynamic performance analysis 
For modeling and analysis of the network model and reactive compensating devices the PSS 
NETOMAC simulation program is used. The PSS NETOMAC is a SIEMENS AG program 
used for analyzing the dynamics of electrical networks in time and frequency domains (steady-
state load flow and short-circuit current calculations, electromagnetic and electromechanical 
transient phenomena in the time domain, reduction of networks etc.) [22]. The modeled 
electrical network used for examination is an offshore electrical network that supplies the 
wellhead jacket oil platform. The oil platform is powered by an onshore electrical network via 
a 160 km long subsea AC power cable (Figure 2-1). The modeled network consists of one in 
feeder connected to a 300 kV bus, two transformers in binding delta star, and a 100 kV bus on 
the onshore side, where compensating devices and two shunt reactors are connected, a 160 km 
long AC cable, another 100 kV bus on the offshore side, where two transformers with a binding 
delta star are connected, load connected on a 100 kV offshore bus bar, a 11 kV bus bar on the 
offshore side and loads connected on the 11 kV bus. The total maximum load is 55 MW at
9.0cos  . All loads are modeled as a static load. The technical data of the network are 
presented in Table 2-1. 
Because of capacitance, long length and high voltage applied to the cable, it comes to problems 
related to undesirable voltage increasing at the receiving end, if the cable is under loaded (light 
load or load rejection). Moreover, the load connected to the platform is very sensitive to voltage 
variation. For improving the dynamic performance and voltage regulation in the network, a 
reactive compensator SVC or STATCOM is applied.  
For the modeling of the reactive compensators, technical data of existing reactive compensator 
configurations have been used. For STATCOM (2xSVC PLUS L: +/- 50 Mvar), a containerized 
solution has been chosen (that protects sensitive equipment from bad climate conditions), and 
an open pack solution for SVC (SVC “Classic”: +/- 100 MVAr). The reactive compensators 
are connected to the bus bar on the onshore side, with a unit transformer (13.9/100 kV/kV). 
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Although they are connected to an onshore bus bar N2_onsho, due to place limitation, they are 
used for regulating a 100 kV offshore bus bar N1_offsh.  
The dimensions of the SVC solution are 60x85 m2 and for STATCOM solution they are 59x45 
m2. The comparison of the space requirements of the reactive compensators is presented in [23], 
from where the dimension of STATCOM is taken. There are no standard solutions about the 
SVC, namely they are made differently, depending on the requirements of the customer and 
therefore it is very difficult to find information about the dimensions of it. Thus, the dimensions 
of the SVC solution are determined from the proportion SVC/STATCOM presented in [23] and 
[24], for SVC capacity +/- 100 Mvar. The footprint of STATCOM installation is up to 50 % 
smaller than that of a conventional SVC installation of the same rating [24], in terms of that the 





































Figure 2-1. Network study model single line diagram 






































Bus bar N1_offsh 100
Node N2_offsN 100
Bus bar N2_offsh 11
Start node End node
Line length 
(km)
Line L52 N42 N1_onsho 1
Line L11 N1_onsho N31 0,6
Line L12 N1_onsho N32 0,6
Line L6 N10 N2_onsho 0,05
Line L7 N35 N2_onsho 0,05
Line L2 N2_onsho N6 0,15
Line L3 N2_onsho N8 0,15
Cable L1 N2_onsho N3_Landf 1,2
Cable L1km N3_Landf N36 1
Cable L160km N36 N1_offsh 1600



























Transformer T11 N31 N10 DY 11 300 300 100 100 80 0,2562 9,5
Transformer T12 N32 N35 DY 11 300 300 100 100 80 0,2562 9,5
Transformer X0T1 N1_offsh N1_offsh DY 11 100 100 11 11 42 0,0001 10





Shunt reactors SHUNT1 N6 -45




















Ohmic resistance R' 
(Ohm/km)




Rated voltage of 
network (kV)
0 45 0 300
0,0433 0,1201 203 100
0,0433 0,1201 203 100
0,0831 0,1489 113 300
0,0831 0,1489 113 300
0,573 0,1158 203 100
0,69 0,1342 204,88 100
0,0433 0,1201 203 100
0,0433 0,1201 203 100
Active power (MW) Reactive power (Mvar)
Magniture of reference 
voltage (pu)





Active power (MW) Reactive power 
0 ±100
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The technical data of the reactive compensators is presented in Table 2-1 (the total STATCOM 
output is the sum of two STATCOM models, namely STATCOM1 and STATCOM2, which 
are both with ±50 Mvar capacity, because of the representation of the existing STATCOM 
solution 2xSVC PLUS L). All parameters are chosen regarding the existing literature, for the 
same rating of compensators [3, 13, 25, 26].  
2.2 Basic models for dynamic performance  
Here, the basic models for dynamic performance are presented. The reactive compensators have 
been modeled with two basic models for transient stability programs, recommended as industry 
standard models, based on CIGRE models, in order to produce benchmark simulation results, 
regarding the literature [3, 13]: the Basic SVC Model 1, which corresponds to the gain–time-
constant format, and the Basic SVC Model 2, which relates to the integrator with current-droop 
format. For STATCOM modeling, the dynamic model of CIGRE [3] has been used. These 
standard models are fundamental frequency, positive sequence models used for modeling in 
power flow and dynamic programs as well as the simulation of balanced load conditions and 
contingencies [13]. 
2.2.1 Basic SVC model for dynamic performance  
The modeling of SVC devices is important for power flow, transient and dynamic simulations. 
For the implementation of commercial simulation programs, three models of SVC have been 
developed, reflecting the current technology and functionalities of the devices. The first is a 
thyristor-controlled reactor based SVC, with continuous control action, TSC/TCR based SVC, 
the second with discrete control action and the third voltage source converter SVC 
(STATCOM), with continuous control action [27], [28]. 
According to the CIGRE recommendations, SVC Models I and II were created. Both models 
are presented in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3.  
The control system consists of two parts: 
1. Power System Control- From this part a target susceptance value is derived and passed 
to the Thyristor Susceptance Control. It usually has a voltage droop control; other 
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possible control modes may be available (reactive power control, power factor 
correction etc.); 
2. Thyristor Susceptance Control - This determines the Thyristor Firing pattern in order 
to obtain the target susceptance, determined by the Power System Control [3]. 
The two basic models differ between the controlling blocks in the Power System Control block. 
The basic difference between the two basic models is in the method of realizing the slope. Basic 
model I has a linear voltage to susceptance relation, and Basic model II has a linear voltage to 
current relation [13]. Basic model 2 includes the feedback of the SVC current to form the error 
from the steady-state characteristic [3]. 
 
Figure 2-3. BASIC MODEL II used for dynamic modeling of SVC 
 
Figure 2-2. BASIC MODEL I used for dynamic modeling of SVC 
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 SVC model I, has a gain  value (inverse of the current slope) typically between 20 p.u., 
(corresponding to 5% slope), and 100 p.u. (corresponding to 1% slope) on the base of the SVC 
rated reactive power. The response time of voltage regulator 
RT  is usually between 20 and 150 
ms. Lead time 
1T  and lag time 2T  are often zero. The lead-lag time constant can be used to 
improve the damping of oscillations and to generate sufficient gain margins [4, 13]. The 
maximum and minimum limits on the susceptance output 
fBRe  are given by maxB  and minB , 
respectively. The transfer function of the voltage regulator in Basic Model I is given by (2.1)[4]: 
























SVC Model II has a voltage regulator of proportional-integral type. The proportional gain 
PK  
is incorporated to decrease response time. The transfer function of the voltage regulator in Basic 































TT   (2.3) 
Generally, 
PT  has zero value therefore, the controller is of simple proportional-integral type 
[4]. The Thyristor Susceptance Control block provides delay 
YT  associated with thyristor firing. 
Generally, the response time of this block is fast (<10 ms), compared to response times 
associated with the voltage regulator which typically range between 20-150 ms, therefore it is 
usually included for completeness [3, 13]. The Measuring circuit represents the delays of the 
measurement system. The Interface block is realized by multiplying the reference value of the 
susceptance with the voltage square to obtain the required reactive power generation or 
absorption. 
RK
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In Table 2-2 the comparison from CIGRE of the two IEEE models that are proposed for 
dynamic modeling of SVC is presented. 
The user written SVC and STATCOM dynamic models in PSS Netomac are presented in 
A.Appendix. All models consist of a variable definition and measurement, control and 
protection part. 
A comparison between the proposed basic models by CIGRE has been made to examine the 
outputs of reactive power, with the simulation of a three phase fault on the N1_Offsh2 bus bar 
with a duration of 150 ms. The results are presented in Figure 2-4. For a mathematical 
                                                 
2 N2_onshore and N1_offshore are long names for N2_onsho and N1_offsh bus bar, respectively. 
 
Table 2-2. Comparison of the two IEEE models by CIGRE [3] 
SVC BASIC DYNAMIC MODEL 1 SVC BASIC DYNAMIC MODEL 2
No feedback of SVC current or formation of regulated 
error signal.
Feedback of SVC current to form the 
regulated error signal. 
Response time varies with system fault level assuming 
fixed voltage regulator gains. Possibility of closed-loop 
instability with the system on weak systems. 
As model 1. 
No possibility of closed-loop instability internal to SVC 
model.  
Possibility of closed-loop instability 
internal to SVC. Appropriate regulator 
gains required for transient performance.  
Voltage regulator synthesized to give the correct steady-
state droop and appropriate time response. Steady-state 
gain = 1/slope.  
Voltage regulator based on actual control 
involving integral action. 
Difficult to include measures such as variable regulator 
gain or a lag on the current feedback for enhancing 
SVC performance over the range of operating 
conditions. 
Straightforward to include measures such 
as variable regulator gain or a lag on the 
current feedback for enhancing SVC 
performance over the range of operating 
conditions. 
Can include measuring circuit and thyristor susceptance 
control blocks. 
As model 1. 
Linear voltage versus susceptance characteristic. A 
small initialization error if a dummy PV node load flow 
model is used. 
Linear voltage versus current 
characteristic. 
Recommended for initial planning studies. Requires a 
time-constant for the voltage regulator (20-150ms is not 
untypical). 
Requires gains for the voltage regulator 
(integral only control with a 0.01-0.05s 
time constant is not untypical).
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comparison of the results, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) has been used [29]. The calculated 















f  is the value of the output reactive power of SVC Model 2 (Mvar) in time sequence i , 
i
y  is the value of the output reactive power of SVC Model 1 (Mvar) in time sequence i  and n  
is the number of time sequences.  
As discussed in [13], Basic Model I is usually used for preliminary studies, however Basic 
Model II represents the physical structure of most installed SVCs. Because of the similarity of 
the models (low value of MAE) and the previous discussion, in this thesis Basic Model II has 
been used for modeling and comparing with STATCOM models. The dynamic models data 
used in this thesis are presented in Table 2-3. 
The SVC model does not have short term overload capacity. As discussed in [30], the maximum 
power from an SVC at a given voltage is determined by its reactance. No overload capacity is 
available unless the reactance is lowered, e.g. by adding a TSC. In this thesis, no additional 
TSC has been added, because of the required additional space and higher price.  
For completeness of the models, protection function has been developed and included. The 
protection function was modeled, regarding the literature [31]. To protect the SVC equipment 
from the prolonged overvoltage condition, (a system voltage between 1.3 to 1.5 p.u.), the SVC 
will trip after 1 s. If the system voltage is higher than 1.5 p.u., the SVC will trip after 250 ms. 
 
Figure 2-4. Comparison of the reactive power output of the SVC Basic dynamic 
models I and II 
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Since the TCR cooling system shuts down for prolonged under voltage scenarios, if the voltage 
is below 0.6 p.u. for more than 7 s, the SVC will shut down. If the voltage is below 0.3 p.u. for 
more than 1 s, the SVC will shut down. 
2.2.2 Basic STATCOM model for dynamic performance  
The used CIGRE model for modeling STATCOM is presented in Figure 2-5. Similar to a SVC 
dynamic model, the control function of STATCOM consists of two parts: 
1. A Power System Control contains the necessary circuitry for deriving the required 
reference reactive power or converter current value. Other possible control modes may 
be available (reactive power control, power factor correction, start-up and shutdown 
control etc.); 
2. A converter control where triggering signals are determined for appropriate gating of 
the power electronic switches in order to obtain the target reactive power or converter 
current, determined by the Power System Control [6]. 
The voltage controller is usually of proportional-integral type and is used for regulating the 
magnitude of voltage, improving voltage stability and assistance due voltage recovery after 
contingencies, as is discussed in [6]. The transfer function of the voltage regulator is the same 
as the SVC voltage regulator transfer function, with different values for the gains and integral 
time. The values of the regulator gain and integrator time are chosen, regarding the literature 
 
Figure 2-5. CIGRE MODEL for dynamic modeling of STATCOM 
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[25]. Higher gain values result in faster response with a small overshoot. The STATCOM model 
has incorporated a slope SLX characteristic used for adjusted control of the voltage control 
characteristic (the amount of generated/absorbed reactive power per p.u. voltage deviation). 
The input signal of the PI voltage regulator is the error signal calculated from the voltage 
reference 
fVRe  the actual value V  and the STATCOM slope characteristic SLV , given by (2.5): 
 SLf VVVV  Re  (2.5) 
The PI voltage regulator output signal 
fIRe  represents the required STATCOM reactive current 





 are given by maxI  and minI , respectively (Figure 2-5). The Measuring circuit 
represents the delays of the measurement system, from which the actual measured voltage value 
is derived. A Thyristor Firing Control block represents the converter control part. The Interface 
block is realized by multiplying the reference value of the current with the voltage to obtain 
required reactive power generation or absorption. 
Similar to that in literature [26], the overload capacity for ±25 % In (short term current rating as 
a multiple of continuous rating of ±1.25 p.u.) for 1 s, has been implemented in the STATCOM 
dynamic model. IGBT converter semiconductors work at the maximum allowed continuous 
current rating value (at their maximum allowed steady state temperature), but is allowed 1 s 
overloading during uncertainties and fault cases. The overload short term capacity can be 
noticed from the output of the STATCOM model in Figure 2-6, where an intentionally long 
(unreal, 1.2 s) three phase fault on the N1_Offsh bus bar was examined. The overloading of 
 
Figure 2-6. Overload short term capacity of STATCOM 
0
100
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3
Q STATCOM [Mvar]: 109.66
1.700
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STATCOM for 1 s (+1.25 p.u In) can be noticed. After that time, the current is returned on the 
continuous rating value (+1 p.u. In). 
 
For completeness of the models, a protection function has been developed and included. The 
protection function is modeled, regarding the literature [26]. To protect the STATCOM 
equipment from a prolonged overvoltage condition (a system voltage of 1.3 p.u.), to avoid 
damaging converter components, the STATCOM will trip after 0.08 s. If the voltage is below 
0.20 p.u., STATCOM will be blocked after 50 ms, and tripped after a specific time. 
 
Table 2-3. Reactive compensators dynamic models data 
Variables (unit) SVC STATCOM1 STATCOM2
Rated Power (MVAr) ±100 ±50 ±50
Bus of connection N_SVC N_SVC N_SVC
Controlled bus by N1_offsh N1_offsh N1_offsh
Reference voltage Vref (pu) 1-1,01 1-1,01 1-1,01
Voltage regulator proportional gain Kp 
(puB(I)/puV)
3 5 5
Voltage regulator integral gain Ki 
(puB(I)/puV/s)
400 1000 1000
Slope Xs (pu/Qbase) 0,03 0,03 0,03
Maximum susceptance rating Bmax (pu) 1 / /
Minimum susceptance rating  Bmin (pu) -1 / /
Maximum continuous current rating Imax (pu) / 1 1
Minimum continuous current rating Imin (pu) / -1 -1
Voltage measurement lag time constant (s) 0,016 0,016 0,016
Loop lag time consant TD(s) 0,002 0,002 0,002
Firing delay time constant TY (s) 0,006 0,001 0,001
Undervoltage trip setpoint1  (pu) 0,3 / /
Undervoltage trip setpoint2 (pu) 0,6 / /
Overvoltage trip setpoint1 (pu) 1,5 1,3 1,3
Overvoltage trip setpoint2 (pu) 1,3 / /
Short term overload current (pu) / ±1,25 ±1,25
Undervoltage trip time1 (s) 1 / /
Undervoltage trip time2 (s) 7 / /
Overvoltage trip time1 (s) 0,25 0,08 0,08
Overvoltage trip time2 (s) 1 / /
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As can be seen in Table 2-3, the reference voltage ranges from 1 p.u. to 1.01 p.u., and is set to 
be the value of the regulated N1_offsh bus bar from the load flow analysis (has a different value 
for different simulation).  
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3 Simulation Results 
The dynamic performance and voltage regulation in the modeled electrical network by applying 
reactive compensators SVC and STATCOM, under different contingency conditions has been 
examined. For the purpose of comparing the dynamic responses of the SVC (Basic Dynamic 
Model II) and STATCOM models, different scenarios were carried out in the modeled network 
for which the data are presented in Table 2-1. Each simulation has a duration of 3 s and the 
contingencies started at time of 1 s. The analysis was performed in the SIEMENS simulation 
program PSS Netomac. The results (positive sequence voltage magnitude on N1_offsh and 
N2_onsho bus bar and generated/absorbed reactive power from compensators) are discussed 
and illustrated by dynamic simulation plots and data tables, for each scenario. 
3.1 Three-phase short circuit  
The three-phase short circuit was applied on the N1_offsh, 100 kV bus bar, with a 150 ms 
duration3. Positive sequence voltage magnitude on N1_offsh and N2_onsho bus bar and 
generated/absorbed reactive power from compensators, for three scenarios, without any 
compensation, with SVC applied and with STATCOM applied are illustrated by dynamic 
simulation plots in Figure 3-1, with red, blue and green color respectively (dynamic 
performance under normal (0s<t<1s), during the fault (1s<t<1.15s) and after the fault 
(1.15s<t<3s) conditions). As is expected, the voltage magnitude at the N1_offsh bus bar from 
1 p.u. falls to zero during the fault. The voltage magnitude of the N2_onsho bus bar decreases 
to value 0.774 p.u (all results are at time t=1.10 s). If compensators are applied, the voltage 
magnitude decreases less, with SVC to value 0.843 p.u., with STATCOM to value 0.877 p.u.. 
STATCOM provides more reactive power support at value +109.66 Mvar, because of 1 s short 
term overload capability and because of the linear relation of reactive power generation from 
the voltage at point of connection. 
                                                 
3 The time 150 ms is chosen from the Grid connection regulations for high and extra high voltage of Germany. 
Namely, three-phase short circuits must not cause instability or a disconnection from the grid when for fault-
clearing times of up to 150 ms in the entire operating range of the generating plant [32] G. Code, "High and 
extra high voltage," E. ON Netz GmbH Tech. Rep, 2006. 




Figure 3-1. Three-phase short circuit on N1_offsh bus bar 
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On the other hand, SVC provides only +71.26 Mvar reactive power support. Both models have 
an overshoot in a time of clearing the fault, with a duration of 45 ms for SVC and 30 ms for 
STATCOM. The fast response of STATCOM is a result of the voltage-source converter 
technology, which has no thyristor firing delay (usually 6 ms), but a lower firing delay of the 
VSC (1ms). 
In the second case the three-phase short circuit fault was applied on the N2_onsho, 100 kV bus 
bar, with a duration of 150 ms. Similar to the previous scenario, a positive sequence voltage 
magnitude on N1_offsh and N2_onsho bus bar and generated/absorbed reactive power from 
compensators is measured and illustrated by dynamic simulation plots (dynamic performance 
under normal (0s<t<1s), during the fault (1s<t<1.15s) and after the fault (1.15s<t<3s) 
conditions) in Figure 3-3 (only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh) and Figure B-1 (all measured 
values, in B.Appendix). The voltage magnitude on the N2_onsho bus bar decreases to value 0 
p.u. during the fault, thus the voltage magnitude at point of connection of compensators is 0 
p.u. Because of the linear dependency of generated/absorbed reactive power from the voltage 
at point of connection of compensators, they are not able to provide any reactive power during 
the simulated three-phase fault. After clearing the fault, overshoot of both models can be 
noticed. 
 
Figure 3-2. Three-phase short circuit on N2_offsh bus bar 
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In addition, a three-phase short circuit fault on the N1_offsh bus bar with prolonged duration 
of 250 ms is applied to examine potential instability. A positive sequence voltage magnitude 
on N1_offsh and N2_onsho bus bar and generated/absorbed reactive power from compensators, 
for three scenarios, without any compensation, with SVC and STATCOM applied, is illustrated 
by dynamic simulation plots in Figure 3-3 (only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh) and Figure 
B-2 (all measured values, in B.Appendix). The reactive power output is equal to that in the first 
scenario. The time of compensation does not influence the reactive power output of 
compensators. 
 
3.2 Load rejection  
Three scenarios of load rejection are examined. The first one is 54 MW at 9.0cos   load 
rejection from the N1_offsh bus bar (in the time 1 s only 1 MW of load is still connected), the 
second is 25 MW at 9.0cos   load rejection from N1_offsh bus bar (in the time 1 s 30 MW 
of load are still connected) and the third is 54 MW at 9.0cos   load rejection from the 
N1_offsh bus bar with double compensation capacity.  
 
 
Figure 3-3. Three-phase short circuit on N1_offsh bus bar with 250 ms duration, 
voltage at regulated N1_offshore bus bar 
 




Figure 3-4. 54 MW load rejection from N1-offsh bus bar 
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Positive sequence voltage magnitude on N1_offsh and N2_onsho bus bar and 
generated/absorbed reactive power from compensators is measured and illustrated by dynamic 
simulation plots (dynamic performance under normal (0s<t<1s), during the fault (1s<t<3s) in 
Figure 3-4 and Figure B-3, respectively.  
From the first load rejection scenario, voltage improvement can be noticed. Due to load 
rejection, it comes to voltage increase, or in this example increase of the voltage magnitude at 
the N1_offsh bus bar from 1 p.u. to 1.230 p.u without compensation. However, the voltage 
magnitude at the N1_offsh bus bar is reduced from 1.230 p.u. value to value 1.099 p.u. with 
SVC and to 1.064 p.u. with STATCOM. In terms of reactive power, it can be noticed that 
STATCOM is capable of providing more reactive power compared to SVC (-119.54 Mvar 
and -97.53 Mvar respectively, during the 1 s duration of overloading of SVC, and -98.47 Mvar 
and -97.53 Mvar respectively, during the rest of the simulation time). 
 
From the second load rejection scenario, voltage improvement can be noticed as well. Due to 
load rejection, there is a voltage increase, or in this case an increase of the voltage magnitude 
at the N1_offsh bus bar from 1 p.u. to 1.097 p.u without compensation. When SVC is applied, 
there is a voltage magnitude reduction on N1_offsh bus bar to value 1.020 p.u. STATCOM 
 
Figure 3-5. 25 MW load rejection from N1-offsh bus bar, voltage at regulated 
N1_offshore bus bar 
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appliance gives the same result (Figure 3-5 show only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh, Figure 
B-3, show all measured values, in Appendix). The provided reactive power is -65.894 Mvar 
with SVC and -65.594 Mvar, at time 1.100 ms (during the fault). It can be noticed that 
STATCOM is around 20 ms faster. From a technical point of view, in this scenario it does not 
matter which compensator is used, if the fast response time does not play an important role. 
In addition, load rejection of 54 MW at 9.0cos   load from the N1_offsh bus bar (in the time 
1 s only 1 MW of load is still connected) with double compensation capacity was examined 
(SVC and STATCOM compensation capacity is increased to ±200 Mvar). The dynamic 
simulation plot results are presented in Figure B-4. Due to load rejection, there is a voltage 
increase, or in this example an increase of the voltage magnitude at the N1_offsh bus bar from 
1 p.u. to 1.230 p.u without compensation. However, the voltage magnitude at the N1_offsh bus 
bar is reduced from 1.230 p.u. value to value 1.024 p.u. with SVC and 1.023 p.u. with 
STATCOM. The provided reactive power support is -143.31 Mvar from SVC, and -143.34 
Mvar from STATCOM (Figure 3-6 show only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh, Figure B-4, 
show all measured values, in B.Appendix). If there is enough compensation capacity, the 
voltage is decreased near the reference value, which is 1 p.u. Both compensators give satisfying 
reactive power support.  
 
Figure 3-6. 54 MW load rejection from N1-offsh bus bar with double SVC and 
STATCOM compensation capacity, voltage at regulated N1_offshore bus bar 
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In all the previous scenarios it can be noticed that the reactive compensators do not operate as 
a perfect voltage regulator, which means that the voltage of the regulated bus bar is not equal 
to the reference voltage, which is set to 1 p.u.. This is because of a regulator slope of 0.03 p.u.  
3.3 Load switching   
Two scenarios of static load switching are examined. The first one is 5 MW at 9.0cos   load 
switching to the N1_offsh bus bar (in the time (1s<t<3s), 50 MW of load is connected) and the 
second one is 10 MW at 9.0cos   load switching to the N1_offsh bus bar (in the time 
(1s<t<3s), 45 MW of load is connected). Positive sequence voltage magnitude on N1_offsh and 
N2_onsho bus bar and generated/absorbed reactive power from compensators are measured and 
illustrated by dynamic simulation plots in Figure B-5 and Figure B-6, respectively.  
From the first load switching scenario, voltage improvement can be noticed. Due to load 
switching, there is a voltage decrease, or in this example a decrease of the voltage magnitude 
at the N1_offsh bus bar from 1.006 p.u. to 0.987 p.u without compensation. The appliance of 
SVC or STATCOM gives the same results, thus, the voltage magnitude correction to 1.001 p.u. 
The provided reactive power is +14.44 Mvar with SVC and +14.44 Mvar, at time 1.100 ms 
 
Figure 3-7. Switching 5 MW load to bus bar N1_offsh, voltage at regulated 
N1_offshore bus bar 
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(Figure 3-7 shows only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh, Figure B-5, shows all measured values, 
in B.Appendix). However, STATCOM is around 20 ms faster. 
The second load switching scenario, has similar results. Voltage decrease of the voltage 
magnitude at N1_offsh bus bar from 1.006 p.u. to 0.970 p.u without compensation can be 
noticed. The appliance of SVC or STATCOM corrects the voltage magnitude to 0.998 p.u. 
according to slope setting (Figure 3-8 show only voltage magnitude on N1_offsh, Figure B-6, 




Figure 3-8. Switching 10 MW load to bus bar N1_offsh, voltage at regulated 
N1_offshore bus bar 
 




4.1 Technical evaluation 
In this thesis the comparison of the dynamic performance and voltage regulation of SVC and 
STATCOM models with same reactive compensation rating (±100 Mvar) is applied to a 
modeled electrical network, which is an offshore electrical network for supplying an oil 
platform. On the platform, different sensitive loads are connected. The oil platform is powered 
by an onshore electrical network via a 160 km long subsea AC power cable. Because of the 
problems related to undesirable voltage increases (due to a very long cable and under load 
conditions) and because of the very sensitive load on voltage variation, reactive power 
compensators SVC and STATCOM have been applied. Different system disturbances are 
performed in order to investigate the dynamic behavior of the models, such as three phase short 
circuits, load rejections and loads switching.  
From the previous simulations, we can then see that the maximum reactive power generated by 
a SVC is proportional to the square of the system voltage (constant susceptance), on the other 
hand the maximum reactive power generated by a STATCOM decreases linearly with a voltage 
decrease (constant current). This ability to provide more reactive power during a fault is one of 
the advantages that STATCOM has over SVC. 
The both devices significantly improve the transient voltage stability of the network. From the 
results that have been presented in Table 4-1, STATCOM is found to be more effective than 
SVC to ensure voltage stability. STATCOM normally exhibit a faster response than SVC, 
because of the voltage source converter technology, that has no delays associated with the firing 
of thyristors. Under distorted main voltage conditions STATCOM can provide more reactive 
power for keeping the voltage near referenced value. Both reactive compensators have different 
working principles, but the impact on increasing network stability is comparable. 
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The results presented in Table 4-1 are highly dependent of the parameters of the gains in voltage 
regulator models. For different model parameters, different results can be expected. However, 
because of using the recommended model, similar outputs of the reactive compensators are 
expected. 
4.2 General evaluation 
Although STATCOM fulfills the same task as SVC, due to the advanced technology and better 
performance, STATCOM may be seen as a better solution. According to literature [33], 
STATCOM offers a multitude of benefits like: improved dynamic stability of transmission 
systems (highly efficient voltage support), reduction in risk of voltage collapse and blackout, 
low harmonic generation and low noise emissions, fast, efficient and cost-effective solution, 
 
Table 4-1. Evaluation of the simulation results1 
 






No compensation 0,774 0 0
SVC 0,843 0 71,26
STATCOM 0,877 0 109,66
No compensation 0 0 0
SVC 0 0 0
STATCOM 0 0 0
No compensation 0,774 0 0
SVC 0,843 0 71,26
STATCOM 0,877 0 109,66
No compensation 1,105 1,23 0
SVC 0,956 1,099 -97,49
STATCOM 0,987 1,064 -119,54
No compensation 1,105 1,23 0
SVC 0,919 1,024 -143,31
STATCOM 0,919 1,023 -143,34
No compensation 1,075 1,097 0
SVC 0,999 1,02 -65,95
STATCOM 0,999 1,02 -65,75
No compensation 1,038 0,987 0
SVC 1,053 1,001 14,24
STATCOM 1,053 1,001 14,01
No compensation 1,021 0,97 0
SVC 1,05 0,998 28,84
STATCOM 1,05 0,998 28,21
3 phase short 
circuit N1_offsh
1,1 STATCOM





3 phase short 
circuit N1_offsh, 
duration 250 ms 
1,1 STATCOM
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low space requirements due to the reduced size and fewer passive components (ideal solution 
when space is limited and costly), minimized maintenance and service requirements (Table 
4-2). 






Reactive power regulation ±100 MVAr 2x ±50 MVAr 
Space requirement Large (60x85 m2) 
Smaller then SVC 
(59x45 m2) 
Pack solution Open pack solution 
Containerized 
solutions 
Dependency of the current output from 
the voltage level in the point of 
connection 
Linear No 
Dependency of the reactive power 
output from the voltage level in the 
point of connection 
Quadratic Linear 
Q generation during the three phase 
short circuit scenario 
Low Moderate 
Overload capability No 
Yes (±25%In for 1 
s) 
Response time  Fast 
Faster than SVC for 
30 ms 
Maintenance and service requirements High Low 
Cost 
from $40 to $60 per 
kvar 
$55 to $70 per kvar  
Table 4-2. Comparison of the SVC and STATCOM 
From the standpoint of the physical installation, because the STATCOM not only controls, but 
also internally generates the reactive output power (both capacitive and inductive), the large 
capacitor and reactor banks with their associated switchgear and protection, used in 
conventional thyristor-controlled SVCs are not needed. This results in a significant reduction 
in overall size (about 30 to 40%), as well as in installation labor and cost. The small physical 
size of the STATCOM makes it eminently suitable for installations in areas where land cost is 
at a premium, and for applications where anticipated system changes may require the relocation 
of the installation [5]. 
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The cost comparison is also presented in Table 4-2. Regarding literature [34] STATCOM cost 
$55 to $70 per kvar, in large systems sized at 100 Mvar or more. SVC costs vary from $40 to 
$60 per kvar. The similar costs are presented in paper [35]. However, it is not strictly declared 
what this price means, like for example, do these prices include the costs for planning, 
engineering, construction, and commissioning? Although, due to lower space requirements, low 
switching frequencies, and better performance, STATCOM is expected to be the 
economically better solution. For better economic benefit analysis, more factors should be 
taken into account, such as: costs of operation and maintenance, savings in power factor 














In this thesis the dynamic performance and voltage regulation in a transmission power system 
was examined, by applying reactive compensators SVC and STATCOM, under different 
contingency conditions. Dynamic performance analysis was performed in the SIEMENS 
simulation program PSS Netomac. For the modeling of the SVC and STATCOM compensating 
devices CIGRE models were used. The CIGRE Basic Model II for modeling SVC was used, 
due to low calculated Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAE), regarding the CIGRE Basic 
Model I for modeling SVC. The results for each scenario have been discussed and illustrated 
by dynamic simulation plots and data tables. 
STATCOM has been found to be more effective than SVC to ensure voltage stability. Under 
distorted main voltage conditions STATCOM can provide more reactive power for keeping the 
voltage near referenced value. The ability to provide more reactive power during a fault is one 
of the most important advantages of the STATCOM over the SVC. However, both devices 
provide system improvements and benefits. 
There is a high dependency of the results from the parameters of the models. For different model 
parameters, different results can be expected. However, similar outputs of the reactive 
compensators are expected due to usage of recommended models.  
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A. Appendix 
Network implementation in PSS Netomac 
****                                                                        P-A4| 
$111111112222222233333333AA111111222222333333444444555555666666777778888899999ZZ| 
$                                                                               | 
$                CONTROL LINES                                                  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$**         Parameters for control lines                                        | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
@@ #M       = '04'                                                              |  
@@ #Frr     = 50.                                                               |  
@@ #TS      = 0.1                                                               |  
@@ #TS_P    = 1.                                                                |  
@@ #T_end   = 3.                                                                |  
@@ #T_fault = 1.                                                                |  
$*******************************************************************************| 
$**         Program control lines                                             **| 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
                           1          1                                       #M| 
                                             #TS   #TS_P            #Frr        |  
         #T_fault#T_end                #T_end                                   | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$           DISTURBANCE LINES                                                   | 
$111111112222222233333333AA111111222222333333444444555555666666777778888899999ZZ| 
                                                                         0.15 05|  
 N2_onsho        1POL    S       1E-6  1E-6              100.                   | 
                 ENDE                                                           | 
                                                                              05| 
                 OLD                                                            | 
                 ENDE                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 
E                                                                               | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$             FIXED FREQUENCY SOURCES                                           | 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
$ Infeeder: Infeeder in N42                                                     |  
                 Infeed       300   3001e+008 0.111     1     1                 | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ End of Fixed Frequency Sources                                                | 
E                                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES                                                          | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES                                                         | 
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$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ MOTOR LOADS                                                                   | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
E                                                                               | 
$111111112222222233333333AA111111222222333333444444555555666666777778888899999ZZ| 
$ NETWORK DATA                                                                  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ U and phi: Infeeder (slack) in N42                                            | 
SN42             Infeed     1.035     0                                         | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L12 from N1_onshore to N32                                              | 
LN1_onshoN32     L12      1   0.60.08310.1489   113     0   300    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L11 from N1_onshore to N31                                              | 
LN1_onshoN31     L11      1   0.60.08310.1489   113     0   300    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L52 from N42 to N1_onshore                                              | 
LN42     N1_onshoL52      1     1     0    45     0     0   300    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ 2W-Transformer: T12 from N32 to N35                                           | 
TN32             T12     DY   300   300    800.2562   9.5                       |  
TN35                     11102.05   100                                         | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ 2W-Transformer: T11 from N31 to N10                                           | 
TN31             T11     DY   300   300    800.2562   9.5                       |  
TN10                     11102.05   100                                         | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L6 from N2_onshore to N10                                               | 
LN2_onshoN10     L6       1  0.050.04330.1201   203     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L7 from N2_onshore to N35                                               | 
LN2_onshoN35     L7       1  0.050.04330.1201   203     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L2 from N2_onshore to N6                                                | 
LN2_onshoN6      L2       1  0.150.04330.1201   203     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line: L3 from N2_onshore to N8                                                | 
LN2_onshoN8      L3       1  0.150.04330.1201   203     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Shunt reactors: 2*(-45) MVAr at full capacity (Load defined as impedance)     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Shunt reactor: SR1 in N6                                                      | 
IN6              SHUNT1   10     45    -1                                       | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$ Shunt reactor: SR2 in N8                                                      | 
IN8              SHUNT2   10     7.5   -1                                       | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$    New branch for measurement of SVC output                                   | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Impedance Branch: L4 from N2_onshore to N_SVC                                 |  
RN2_onshoN_SVC   L4             11E-6                       100                 | 




$ Line (cabel): L1 from N2_onshore to N3_Landfall_Joint_Pit                     | 
LN2_onshoN3_LandfL1       1   1.20.05730.1158   203     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line (cabel): L1km from N3_Landfall_Joint_Pit to N36                          | 
LN3_LandfN36     L1km     1     1 0.0690.1342204.88     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Line (cabel): L160km from N36 to N1_offshore                                  | 
LN36     N1_offshL160km   1   1600.08920.1565 166.4     0   100    0         0  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$         Load definition                                                       | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ P and Q constant load: LOAD1 in N1_offshore                                   |  
AN1_offsh        LOAD1    1     1     1  0.48     1                             | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Impedance Branch (for load regulation): S_LOAD from N1_offshore to N2_offshore|  
RN1_offshN2_offsNS_LOAD          1E-6                       100                 | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$ P and Q constant: s11 in N2_offshore                                          | 
AN2_offsN        LOAD2    1     1    54 26.15     1                             |   
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ 2W-Transformer (offshore side): OT1 from N1_offsh to N2_offsh                 | 
TN1_offsh        XOT1    DY   100   100    42  1e-4    10                       | 
TN1_offsN                11    11    11                                         | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$ 2W-Transformer: OT2 from N1_offsh to N2_offsh                                 | 
TN1_offsh        XOT2    DY   100   100    42  1e-4    10                       | 
TN2_offsh                11    11    11                                         | 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ End of Network Element Data                                                   | 
E                                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Controllers in Loadflow                                                       | 




$ End of Controller in Loadflow                                                 | 
E                                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ Controller Data                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ End of Controller Data                                                        | 
E                                                                               | 
ENDE                                                                            | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
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SVC Basic Model I implementation in PSS Netomac 
$===============================================================================| 
$ SVC CONTROLLER MODEL                          Date: 19/03/2014                | 
$===============================================================================| 
$ NAME: SVC CIGRE MODEL I                                                       | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ The controller data                                                           | 
$                                                                               | 
@DEFAULT@ #SSVC=100.          !E: Apparent power of the SVC[Mvar]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS='N_SVC'     !E: The connecting bus of the SVC                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS1='N1_offsh' !E: The controlled bus by the SVC                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #T1 = 0.            !E: T2 Derivative action time T [s]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #T2 = 0.            !E: T3 Parasitic time constant T1 [s]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #KR = 33.3          !E: R Amplification KR, 3% slope                  | 
@DEFAULT@ #TR = 0.150         !E: T1 Lag time constant T [s]                    | 
@DEFAULT@ #TM = 0.016         !E: Voltage measurement lag time constant T [s]   | 
@DEFAULT@ #TY = 0.006         !E: Firing delay time constant T [s]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMIN=0.95          !E: Minimum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMAX=1.05          !E: Maximum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #UV1=0.3            !E: Undervoltage trip setpoint1 [pu]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #UV2=0.6            !E: Undervoltage trip setpoint2 [pu]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #OV1=1.5            !E: Overvoltage trip setpoint1 [pu]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #OV2=1.3            !E: Overvoltage trip setpoint2 [pu]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT1=0.250         !E: Overvoltage trip time1 [s]                    | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT2=1.            !E: Trip time delay [s]                           | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT3=7.            !E: Undervoltage trip time2 [s]                   | 
@DEFAULT@ #BMIN=-1.           !E: Minimum susceptance rating Bmin [pu]          | 




$     Network data  (inserting a new branch in network node)                    | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
##6.                                                                            | 
V#CTLBUS         SVC      10.    #SSVC +1.                                      | 
$                                                                               | 
##                                                                              | 
##8.1                                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 VAR-P/Q         SVC      N            Q                       SVCT             | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
$  SVC CONTROLLER                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  MEASUREMENT                                                                  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$INPUT VARIABLES                                                                | 
 VSVC            INPUT                       020000                             | 
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B#CTLBUS1                1      !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
 VCON1           INPUT                       020000                             | 
B#CTLBUS                 1      !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
 CAS             TIME                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|               
$ MEASURING CIRCUIT DELAY OF INPUT VARIABLE                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 VCOMP   VSVC    DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
 VCON    VCON1   DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  INITIALIZATION                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|     
 IF(CAS.LE.0)THEN                                                               |                                             
 VREF=VCOMP                         !REFERENCE VOLTAGE                          | 
 ENDIF                                                                          | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC controller protection                                                     |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC under and overvoltage protection                                          |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
 OPUV1 =(VCON .GT. #OV1)                                                        |  
 SVCT1   OPUV1   SPEICH3   #TRT1                                                | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
 OPUV2 = (((VCON .GT. #OV2).AND.(VCON .LT. #OV1)).OR.(VCON .LT. #UV1))          |  
 SVCT2   OPUV2   SPEICH3   #TRT2                                                | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 OPUV3 =(VCON .LT. #UV2)                                                        |  
 SVCT3   OPUV1   SPEICH3   #TRT3                                                | 
 SVCT=SVCT1+SVCT2+SVCT3                                                         |                                                                      
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ END OF SVC PROTECTION                                                         |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC controller definition                                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ|  
 VERR            SUM                         VREF  -VCOMP                       | 
 V1      VERR    PD        #T1   1     #T2               1                      | 
 BREF    V1      DE1       #TR   #KR   #BMIN #BMAX 2                            | 
 BOUT    BREF    DE1       #TY   1.                                             | 
 VEXP    VCON    EXPONENT  2.                                                   | 
 Q       BOUT    MULT      1.                VEXP                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$    CONTROLLER OUTPUT PRINTING                                                 |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
                 FORMAT    VERR  V1    BREF  Q1    VCOMP CAS   SVCT             | 
 (("VERR V1 BREF Q1 VCOMP CAS SVCT",6F10.5))                                    | 
FEND                                                                            |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
                 ENDE                                                           | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
## 
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SVC Basic Model II implementation in PSS Netomac 
$===============================================================================| 
$ SVC CONTROLLER MODEL                          Date: 19/03/2014                | 
$===============================================================================| 
$ NAME: SVC CIGRE MODEL I                                                       | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ The controller data                                                           | 
$                                                                               | 
@DEFAULT@ #SSVC=100.          !E: Apparent power of the SVC[Mvar]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS='N_SVC'     !E: The connecting bus of the SVC                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS1='N1_offsh' !E: The controlled bus by the SVC                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #T1 = 0.            !E: T2 Derivative action time T [s]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #T2 = 0.            !E: T3 Parasitic time constant T1 [s]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #KR = 33.3          !E: R Amplification KR, 3% slope                  | 
@DEFAULT@ #TR = 0.150         !E: T1 Lag time constant T [s]                    | 
@DEFAULT@ #TM = 0.016         !E: Voltage measurement lag time constant T [s]   | 
@DEFAULT@ #TY = 0.006         !E: Firing delay time constant T [s]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMIN=0.95          !E: Minimum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMAX=1.05          !E: Maximum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #UV1=0.3            !E: Undervoltage trip setpoint1 [pu]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #UV2=0.6            !E: Undervoltage trip setpoint2 [pu]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #OV1=1.5            !E: Overvoltage trip setpoint1 [pu]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #OV2=1.3            !E: Overvoltage trip setpoint2 [pu]               | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT1=0.250         !E: Overvoltage trip time1 [s]                    | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT2=1.            !E: Trip time delay [s]                           | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT3=7.            !E: Undervoltage trip time2 [s]                   | 
@DEFAULT@ #BMIN=-1.           !E: Minimum susceptance rating Bmin [pu]          | 




$     Network data  (inserting a new branch in network node)                    | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
##6.                                                                            | 
V#CTLBUS         SVC      10.    #SSVC +1.                                      | 
$                                                                               | 
##                                                                              | 
##8.1                                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 VAR-P/Q         SVC      N            Q                       SVCT             | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
$  SVC CONTROLLER                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  MEASUREMENT                                                                  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$INPUT VARIABLES                                                                | 
 VSVC            INPUT                       020000                             | 
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B#CTLBUS1                1      !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
 VCON1           INPUT                       020000                             | 
B#CTLBUS                 1      !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
 CAS             TIME                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|               
$ MEASURING CIRCUIT DELAY OF INPUT VARIABLE                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 VCOMP   VSVC    DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
 VCON    VCON1   DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  INITIALIZATION                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|     
 IF(CAS.LE.0)THEN                                                               |                                             
 VREF=VCOMP                         !REFERENCE VOLTAGE                          | 
 ENDIF                                                                          | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC controller protection                                                     |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC under and overvoltage protection                                          |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
 OPUV1 =(VCON .GT. #OV1)                                                        |  
 SVCT1   OPUV1   SPEICH3   #TRT1                                                | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
 OPUV2 = (((VCON .GT. #OV2).AND.(VCON .LT. #OV1)).OR.(VCON .LT. #UV1))          |  
 SVCT2   OPUV2   SPEICH3   #TRT2                                                | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 OPUV3 =(VCON .LT. #UV2)                                                        |  
 SVCT3   OPUV1   SPEICH3   #TRT3                                                | 
 SVCT=SVCT1+SVCT2+SVCT3                                                         |                                                                      
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ END OF SVC PROTECTION                                                         |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ SVC controller definition                                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ|  
 VERR            SUM                         VREF  -VCOMP                       | 
 V1      VERR    PD        #T1   1     #T2               1                      | 
 BREF    V1      DE1       #TR   #KR   #BMIN #BMAX 2                            | 
 BOUT    BREF    DE1       #TY   1.                                             | 
 VEXP    VCON    EXPONENT  2.                                                   | 
 Q       BOUT    MULT      1.                VEXP                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$    CONTROLLER OUTPUT PRINTING                                                 |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
                 FORMAT    VERR  V1    BREF  Q1    VCOMP CAS   SVCT             | 
 (("VERR V1 BREF Q1 VCOMP CAS SVCT",6F10.5))                                    | 
FEND                                                                            |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
                 ENDE                                                           | 
$*******************************************************************************| 
## 
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STATCOM basic model implementation in PSS Netomac 
$===============================================================================| 
$ STATCOM CONTROLLER MODEL                          Date: 24/03/2014            | 
$===============================================================================| 
$ NAME: STATCOM CIGRE MODEL                                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ The controller data                                                           | 
$                                                                               | 
@DEFAULT@ #SSVC=50.           !E: Apparent power of STATCOM [Mvar]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS='N_SVC'     !E: The connecting bus of STATCOM                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #CTLBUS1='N1_offsh' !E: The controlled bus by STATCOM                 | 
@DEFAULT@ #TM = 0.016         !E: Voltage measurement lag time constant T [s]   | 
@DEFAULT@ #TY = 0.001         !E: Firing delay time constant T [s]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #TD = 0.002         !E: Loop lag time consant T [s]                   | 
@DEFAULT@ #KP = 5             !E: V regulator proportional gain Kp[puB(I)/puV]  | 
@DEFAULT@ #KI = 1000          !E: V regulator integral gain Ki[puB(I)/puV/s]    | 
@DEFAULT@ #XS = 0.03          !E: Slope Xs [pu/Qbase]                           | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMIN=0.95          !E: Minimum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #VMAX=1.05          !E: Maximum normal voltage value [pu]             | 
@DEFAULT@ #OV1=1.30           !E: Overvoltage trip setpoint 1 [pu]              | 
@DEFAULT@ #TRT1=0.08          !E: Overvoltage trip time 1 [s]                   | 
@DEFAULT@ #TROV=1.            !E: Trip overload time delay [s]                  | 
@DEFAULT@ #IMIN1=-1.25        !E: Minimum continuous current rating Imin1 [pu]  | 
@DEFAULT@ #IMAX1=+1.25        !E: Maximum capacitive current Imax1 [pu]         |  
@DEFAULT@ #IMIN2=-1.          !E: Minimum continuous current rating Imin2 [pu]  | 
@DEFAULT@ #IMAX2=+1.          !E: Maximum continuous current rating Imax2 [pu]  | 




$     Network data  (inserting a new branch in network node)                    | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
##6.                                                                            | 
V#CTLBUS         STATCOM2 10.    #SSVC +1.                                      | 
$                                                                               | 
##                                                                              | 
##8.1                                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 




$  STATCOM CONTROLLER                                                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  MEASUREMENT                                                                  | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$INPUT VARIABLES                                                                | 
 VSTAT           INPUT                       020000                             | 
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B#CTLBUS1                 1     !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
$INPUT VARIABLES                                                                | 
 VCON1           INPUT                       020000                             | 
B#CTLBUS                  1     !second line definition, measurment of magnitude| 
 CAS             TIME                                                           |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|               
$ MEASURING CIRCUIT DELAY OF INPUT VARIABLE                                     | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 VCOMP   VSTAT   DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
 VCON    VCON1   DE1       #TM   1.                                             | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$  INITIALIZATION                                                               | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 IF(CAS.LE.0)THEN                                                               |                                             
 VREF=VSTAT                        !REFERENCE VOLTAGE                           | 
 ENDIF                                                                          | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ STATCOM controller protection                                                 |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ STATCOM under and overvoltage protection                                      |                 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
 OPUV1 =(VCON .GT. #OV1)                                                        |  
 STATT1  OPUV1   SPEICH3   #TRT1                                                | 
 STATT=STATT1                                                                   | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|  
$ END OF STATCOM PROTECTION                                                     |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$ STATCOM controller definition                                                 | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
$1......12......23......3AA1....12....23....34....45....56....67...78...89...9ZZ| 
 VERR            SUM                         VREF  -VCOMP                       | 
 B1      VERR    LOOP            1000        B5    B8                           | 
 B2      B1      INT       #TI   #IMIN1#IMAX12.                                 | 
 B3      B1      PROP            #KP                                            | 
 B4              SUM                         B2    B3                           | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 X1 =(B4 .GT. 1.)                                                               |  
 TRIG1   X1      SPEICH3   #TROV                                                | 
 X2 =(B4 .LT. -1.)                                                              |   
 TRIG2   X2      SPEICH3   #TROV                                                | 
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 B5      B4      VARLIM    #IMAX1#IMAX21.    TRIG1                              | 
                           #IMIN1#IMIN21.    TRIG2                              | 
 B6      B5      DE1       #TY   1.                                             | 
 B7      B5      DE1       #TD   1.                                             | 
 B8      B7      PROP            #XS                                            |    
 Q       B6      MULT      1.                VCON                               |     
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|   
$ CONTROLLER OUTPUT PRINTING                                                    |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
 REZ             FORMAT    VREF  VERR  B1    B4    B5    B6    CAS              | 
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 (("VREF  VERR  B1    B4    B5    B6    CAS",7F10.5))                           | 
FEND                                                                            |  
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
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Figure B-1. Three-phase short circuit fault on N2_onsho bus bar 
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Figure B-2. Three-phase short circuit fault on N1_offsh bus bar with 250 ms duration 
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Figure B-3. 25 MW load rejection from N1-offsh bus bar 
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Figure B-4. 54 MW load rejection from N1-offsh bus bar with double SVC and 
STATCOM compensation capacity  
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Figure B-5. Switching 5 MW load to bus bar N1_offsh 
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Figure B-6. Switching 10 MW load to bus bar N1_offsh 
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